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Taylor Warns on Drugs Chair1nan 
Explains-
Bea Goldman Plans To Fight 
Notice of 1970 Dismissal 
Pro.cedure 
by Bob Fizer 
In response to a request by the 
English Majors' Club for a clari-
fication on the decision not to re-
new Mrs. Beatrice Goldman's con-
tract after this academic year, Dr. 
E. William Terwilliger, chair-
man of the English- department, 
has issued a formal statement. 
Photo b:r Darb Goldberg 
Carl TaylC?_r: "laws relating 'to soft drugs are unrealistic." 
Terwilliger, on behalf of the 
English department, stated that 
both the administration and de-
partment have felt that it is "not 
appropriate to discuss the reasons 
for their decision with faculty 
outside of the department, and 
consequently, of course, they 
feel that it is not appropriate to 
discuss these with students 
either." However, the department 
did agree that some explanation 
of their attitude towards proba-
tionary appointments is neces-
sary, along with an attempt to 
assure the English Majors' Club 
that the department "acts care~ 
fully, impartially, and profession-
ally in such matters." 
by Pearl Mruvka 
The free use of marijuana al'ld 
other drugs will inevitably have 
"disastrous effects on society," 
Carl Taylor of the State of New 
York Narcotics Addiction Con-
trol Commission told approxi-
mately 250 students Wednesday 
night in a lecture entitled LSD, 
POT, AND SPEED. 
The threat to society posed by 
the widespread use of drugs such 
as marijuana, LSD, and mescaline 
rests in the increasing adoption 
by users of what Taylor terms 
the drug life." The loss of eco-
nomic capacity in relation to so-
ciety and the abandonment of 
social responsibility are neces-
sary outgrowths of the drug sub-
culture which emphasizes in-
dividual experiences and ego. 
centric values, Taylor remarked. 
A social worker in the New 
York City area for 20 years .be-
fore joining the Narcotics Com-
mission two years ago, Taylor 
said that the goal of most users 
is to escape, either from the de-
sires and axieties of growing up 
and other emotional problems, 
or from the demands of society. 
The result is an "almost total 
disregard of the future" in the 
philosophy of the "turned-on," 
Taylor stated. 
The Commission's estimate of 
drug users in schools is about 
40 per cent, including experi-
ments and regular consumers. 
Soft drugs are readily available 
on college campuses and, Taylor 
speculated, "there is not a city, 
town, or hamlet in our state that 
is free from drugs." 
In spite of the availability and 
quantity of drugs in New York 
State, especially marijuana; Tay-
lor is not in favor of the legaliza-
tion of marijuana because ''w!,? 
have too many problems now." 
"Although the laws relating to 
soft drugs are unrealistic," he 
commented, "this doesn't justify 
breaking the law." 
Carl Taylor's lecture was pre-
ceeded by a dinner held in his 
honor at the Terrace cafeteria. 
Among the 15 people attending 
were Dr. Hammond, chairman of 
the Ithaca College Drug Commit-
tee, Father Graf, Dr. Martin 
Rand, Marylee Taylor, all of the 
Drug Committee, Mrs. Sue Qg. 
den, program director of E.U.B., 
a:nd Matthew McHugh, District 
Attorney of Tompkins County. 
O'Brien Plans for~ Coming_ Year 
by June Neuberger 
Elimination of curfews, student 
representation on the Board of 
Trustees, student evaluation of 
faculty and courses, an all-student 
committee to set up spring regis-
tration (giving students a voice 
in decisions regarding class times, 
" offered courses, section sizes, 
etc.), permanent liquor privileges, 
the extension to each individual 
dormitory total responsibility for 
running itself - these are just 
some of the major plans of Kevin 
O'Brien, president of the IC stu-
dent body. According to 9'Brien, 
the overall theme of Student 
Congress for th~ 1969-70 aca-
demic year will be "student in-
volvement." O'Brien emphasized 
that there are many openings in 
campus government for students 
who WANT to become involved 
through proposals, discussions of 
campus issues, and the sharing 
' of responsibility for this com-
munity's general welfare. He 
commented, ''It's (Student Con-
gress) only as strong-as the num-
ber of people who actively sup-
port it• 
Photo by Rich Johnson 
Kevin O'Brien 
As for the long-range planning 
board, Kevin says, "I would like 
to involve everyone within the 
campus community in IC and 
create an atmosphere where any 
question about this college can 
Continued on Page 4 
Terwilliger defended the tenure 
system, saying that "without it 
there can be no guarantee of 
freedom of speech and thought 
on a campus, and without that 
there can be no uncompromising 
pursuit of knowledge and truth. 
The only way to ensure that 
tenure is not abused is to exer-
cise extreme care in granting 
such security to any individual. 
No department should recom-
mend any person for tenure un-
less it has strong grounds for be-
lieving that he is the best avail-
able person for a position." 
He outlined some of the areas 
in which a candidate must excell 
before any department would 
want to confirm tenure. These 
areas include "professional re-
lations with the department, the 
college, and the academic com-
munity."_ But most important, 
"he must of course be an excel-
lent teacher."_ 
The departmental Committee on 
Tenure, said Terwilliger, in order 
to make "a sound judgment of a 
probationary position, 'must' es-
tablish and maintain the broad-
est possible perspective in its 
considerations of ·an such posi-
tions." Not only are the candi-
date's qualifications important in 
themselves, but consideration 
must be given to these qualifi-
cations in the perspective of "the 
continually improving reputation 
of the college or because of the 
increased availability of superior 
candidates. Thus, there may be 
instances in which a department 
has no specific 'charges' of in-
competence or turpitude to direct 
against a probationary faculty 
member, though clearly it is in 
the best interests of an institu-
tion to have the individual go 
elsewhere." 
However, Terwilliger carefully 
explained that this is not the 
case with Mrs. Goldman, "for 
the decision concerning her was 
based on very specific profes-
sional reasons." He also noted 
that Mrs. Goldman has refused, 
in spite of two written invitations, 
Continued on Page 4 
· No Reason Given in Dean's Letter 
"In order to convince me not to 
come back," Mrs. Goldman com-
mented, "they assigned me eight 
o'clock music humanities courses 
Monday through Friday with only 
one senior English tutorial - a 
class load of 256 students. I bet 
they were shocked as hell when 
I decided to come back." 
Mrs. Goldman said her dismis-
sal came as a surprise. In March, 
she received a letter of reap-
pointment for the 1969-70 school 
year from Howard Dillingham, 
president of the college. "The 
status of well-being enjoyed by 
the College rests securely on the 
contribution which you and your 
faculty associates have made this 
year and in th~ years past," said 
the letter, which also informed 
Mrs. Goldman of a salary promo-
tion. 
In addition, E. William Terwil-
liger, chairman of the English 
department, and Robert Cosgrove, 
an associate professor of English, 
had observed Mrs. Goldman's 
classroom performance and found 
it "highly commendable." But, 
.... ., ~ _,._., . . " ', .... .....,._ -... :·· , ~ 
-. 
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Photo by Dnrb Goldbcr~ 
SHAFTED - Mrs. Beatrice Goldman, teaching some of her 
256 students. Mrs. Goldman plans to fight the notice of 
dismissal she received June 26. 
said Mrs. Goldman, "I have never marked Mrs. Goldman, "That only that the gentlemen's agree-
received written evaluation, · ~s I 
makes it impossible fvr me to ments practiced by this depart-promised by Mr. Terwilliger, and I 
I have asked him for one at least turn to either the dean or the I ment stop. The department should 
two dozen times." provost fvr any sort of impartial learn to accept anyone if they're 
When the letter of dismissal review.") good teachers -Blacks, Jews, 
came, Mrs. Goldman was in Cali- Mrs. Goldman explained why women, homosexuals, hetero-
fornia. "I was there on pressing she decided not to meet with the sexuals, young people." 
family matters. Everything was English department. "First, be- Mrs. Goldman feels the rea-
in a turmoil, "I just threw every- cause of the quality of English sons for her dismissal are per-
thing in a suitcase and went. I meetings," she said. "They are sonal rather than academic. "The 
couldn't even stay for Commence- lacerating and humiliating. Sec- first reason," she stated, "was 
ment. I told Terwilliger, but ondly, because there would be no mainly because of my politics. I'm 
either he didn't tell the Dean or written record of the meeting and further to the Left than anyone in 
the department decided it wasn't it would turn into a 'he said-she this department ever dreamed of 
important." said' thing. Thirdly, because I going. 
Because the letter from Dean had received my dismissal in "The second is my attitude to-
Givens gave no reasons for dis-
missal, Mrs. Goldman decided to 
consult with Terwilliger. He sug. 
gested that she meet with him 
or with the seven other tenured 
English faculty members who 
made the decision-Mr. Cosgrove, 
Dr. Ashur Baizer, Dr. John Har-
court, Dr. John Ogden, Dr. Ferris 
Cronkhite, Dr. Mary Bates, Ann 
Blodgett and George Sullivan. 
writing, and it was the first wards students - as adults cap-
written indication of my per- able of deciding the form of their 
formance as a teacher that I had lives for themselves," she said 
.received." with conviction. 
The only hint of a reason she Why is she fighting the dis-
received came during her corres- missal notice? "There has to be a 
pondence with Terwilliger dur- pluralism, some kind of openness 
ing the summer. "rm sure you J of aims. My teaching is pedagogi-
agree relationships would be in- cally acceptable. There is a need 
tolerable in any department if for a full approach to literature 
people were forced to accept an for dealing with people's ability 
(Also present at the meetings instructor they did not want," he to understand their experiences 
called to decide Mrs. Goldman's wrote in a letter on July 16 which in encount~ring literature." 
dismissal were Dun Givens and Mrs. Goldman termed "giving me_ The Arts and Sciences Faculty 
Provost Robert Davies. "Their the reasons for not giving me the Council at last began an informal 
presence acted as • form of reasons. investigation of the dismissal, she 
coercion so that the department ''No, I don't agree," Mrs. Gold- disclosed, but no results have 
would be • united front," re- man exclaimed. ''It's important been !118de public. 
I 
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FUS.A - Second . Snow Lectures 
Start Tuesday 
between science and technology Career Office Lists 
Year of Reality 
a
nd th
e military. Grad Testing Dates Dr. C. W. Lillebei, the Lewis 
Atterbury Stimson Professor of 
Surgery at Cornell University 
The Free University for Social· Four speakers ~or the C. P. Medical College, will speak on 
Action (FUSA), having .merged I Snow Lecture Series have been November 11: He is the Surgeon-
this year with the Ithaca Neigh- ! announced b~ Ithaca College. A:11 in-Chief at New York Hospital 
borhood Senter has entered its'. lectures begm at B:l5 p.m. m and has been the recipient of 
second year of reality in the I the Science Building Lectu~e many awards, including the Theo-
Ithaca community. I Hall and are open to the public bald Smith Award for Outstand-
. £rec of charge. Last year approximately 30 ing Research Contributions to 
courses were offered with over I On September 23, Prof. Frank- Medical Science, and the Lasker 
300 participants. In the course: !in A_· _Lo_ng, director of the Award for OutstandingContribu-
catalogue, to be distributed next! intcrtlisciplmary program _in sci- tion to Cardiac Surgery. Dr. 
week, between 30 and 50 courses: cncc, tech~~Iogy,_ and ~ociety at Lillehei is a member of the New 
will be described with more; C~rnell. Un~versity .. ~ 111 speak. York Academy of Sciences, and 
courses in art and various types 1!1s. top~c. will be Scien~~· Th~ · the Royal Society of Medicine. 
of crafts. . \ l:mve~s1ties ~nd Th~ M1htary. His topic will be announced at 
R . t t" .11 b h Id . th Long 1s the vice president for re- a later time 
U . eg1S ~athion WI t· e 1 ef mf $2e , search and advanced studies at A profess~r of psychiatry at mon w1 an op 10na cc o 11 d lt t t · · f d I Corne , an a consu an o var1- Upstate Medical center will be or as many courses as wante . · , 1 · · . 
. I ous go\ ernmenta agencies, m- the final lecturer in the series on 
Courses on Geodes1g Domes, eluding the Presidents' Science J 20 p f Thomas s . - anuary . ro . . 
Testing dates for the Law 
School Admission Tests, Medical 
College Admission Tests, Naitonal 
Examinations, Graduate Record 
Examinations and Admission 
Tests for Graduate Study in Busi-
ness have been ·announced by 
Alexander Clark, director of serv-
ices !or career plans office. 
Clark urged all students who 
expect to do graduate work in any 
of these areas to obtain a bulle-
tin of information and the neces-
sary registration forms from his 
office. Information and ~pplica-
tion forms for the Dental Hygiene 
Aptitude Testing Program, the 
Dental Aptitude Testing Program 
and the Colleges of Podiatry Ad-
mission Test are also available in 
his office. Gestalt Therapy, Yurts, Making Advisory Committee.· He is a Szasz, the author of over 150 
Love, Alan Watts and Norman member of the National Academy t· 1 d bo k revi·ews and The testing dates, with regis-l',I ii ·11 b ff d ·th ar 1c es an o , ; a er w1 e o ere w1 many of Sciences 1 b k -11 peak on "The tration deadlines in parenthesis, . . · severa oo s, w1 s 
o~hers Slill being d_evelo~ed. Ev_e- The second lecturer on Octo- Right to Health." Szasz is a con- are: 
Law School Admission Tests--
November 8 (October 17); Feb-
ning classes or discussio~s will her 14 will be Ralph Lapp,' a sultant to the Committee on 
be . held once a week, with an senior member of the Board of Mental Hygiene, the New York 
optional a_ttendance. Some of the Quadri-Science, Inc. and author Bar Association, and the Insti-
courscs wd! be ta~ght ~t IC, oth- of "The Weapons Culture," "1'he tute for the Study of Drug Ad- ruary 14 (January 23); April 11 
ers at Dewitt Jun10r High, It~aca Voyage of the Lucky Dragon," diction, and an honorary Fellow CMarch 20); July 25 (July 3). The 
Seed Company, The Ithaca N~igh- and other books. He will speak of the Postgraduate Center for test center will be Cornell Uni-
borhood Center and in private on "Scientists and National Prob- Psychotherapy. He is also a Fel- versity. 
homes. lems." low of the American Psychiatric 
Anyone who wants to offer a Lapp is a physicist with re- Association. · 
course is asked to submit his search interests in cosmic radi- Acting chairman of the C. P. 
name and interests to FUSA, Box ation mass spectroscopy, radio- Snow Lecture Series is Ahren 
·L-21. active fallout, and science policy. Sadoff, a member of the physics 
A statement on the Free Uni- His current activities are cen- faculty at Ithaca College. The 
versity for Social Action (FUSA) tcred on the study of the impact series is offered through the co-
was issued by member Peter Or- of science on society, specifically operation of the C. P. Snow Lec-
THE DERBY 
ville: in the arc11 of national priorities, ture Series Committee, Rho Mu . , 
"As far as making changes in with emphasis on the relations]iip Theta, and Ithaca College. COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
society, education is where it 
should be at. However the edu-
cational system we have gone 
through has conditioned us to be 
materialistic, competitive, and 
uncreative. It has attempted to 
channel us Into those things that 
sociey feels it needs and has at-
tempted to mold our lives into a 
set form. 
''What education should be and 
_ what we're trying to do in the 
Free University is create an at-
mosphere where an individual 
can pursue his interests at his 
speed and attempt to make his 
Pete's I coLD BEER 
¼ BARRELS NOW 
AVAILABLE 
-ICE CUBES 
PICNIC SUPPLIES 
OPEH 7 DAYS 9 AM• 10 PM 
.. J 
.I 
714 W. BUFFALO 
life more meaningful to him. Also ;::========================::; 
we will attempt to bring people 
• 
· Come with your 
dates and dance 
to a smooth band 
every Saturday night 
• Under new management 
MOSE NORMAN, Prop. 
• 
lthaca·Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 272 - 9715 
. -~ ' ~ ~-
·-
Medical College Admlulon ary 17 (December 30); February 
Test - October 18 (October 1). 10); April 25-(April 7); July 11 
The test ·center will be Cornell. (June 23). Ithaca College will be 
National Teacher Examinations the test center in October, De-
November 8 (October 16); Jan- cember, January and April. 
uary 30 (January 8); April 4 Gr~uate Study i~ Buslness-
(March 12); July 18 (June '25). November 1 (October 10); Feb-
Cornell will be the test center in ruary 7 (January 16); April 4 
November and April. (March 13); June 27 ·(June 5); 
Graduate Record Examinations August 8 (July 24). Cornell will be 
October 25 (October 10); De- the test center in November, 
cember 13 (November 25); Janu- February, April and June. · 
I 
DIMEY~S 
• 
ARE 
IS 
G·ROOVY BACK! 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
So':'nd Insurance for _Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boot_hroyd - Cla$s of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class .of '52 
Phone 272 - 8100 
312 E. Seneca St. 
.''We Welcome Your Inquiry'' 
"thaca, N.Y. 
··::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::.::::: .. : .. :.::.: .......... : .............. .. 
together around specific interests 
allowing them to increase their 
knowledge and ability in those 
interests and be able to relate 
to each other in positive, healthy 
THE BARBERSHOP Say ''LOTS OF SOUNDS, LOWEST PRICES 
ways. 
"I hope that as a result of 
FUSA and the atmosphere it 
creates, people will learn how 
pleasant life can be, if they are 
allowed to live it in freedom. 
Further, as this is being accom-
plished and once it is accom-
plished, we can together attack 
the existing repressive forces 
which inhibit our FREEDOM." 
IS OPEN 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
New Hours are 9 A.M. • 5 P.M. 
Mon. thru Fri. 
Wayne LaPoint, Prop. 
MEMBERSHIP MEETING 
FOR ALL THE STAFF OF 
THE ITHACAN 
Monday Sept. 22 
7:30 P.M. F-105 
AND. LARGEST SELECTiON," all in one 
breath-
Don't forget to save some air for 
LAFAYETTE RADIO 
FOR THOSE ON FOOT -
DRYDEN RD. in COLLEGETOWN 
(and we deliver free) 
FOR THOSE DRIVING OR FL YING-
NEXT. TO THE BOXCAR 
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COMMUNITY CONTROL IN To Host ISM 
ITHACA COLLEGE ~ 
TRACKS 
by Rick Margollus 
One Foot In, One Foot Out ~ Ithaca College 
• Ithaca College will host the by Craig Wolf next meeting of the Central New ...._ _______________________ _,1 
A COLLEGE is thr~e things: academy, corporation, and 
community. This essay is dedicated to student control of the 
student community. All that is said applies to the community, 
not to the academy or the corporation. 
• 
.. 
• 
York Chapter of the Institute of 
Sanitation Management on Sep-
tember 23. Guest speaker will be 
Dr. David Safadi of the Tompkins 
County Hospital. 
Acting as hosts for the Insti-
A community is more than a physical location or a group tute will be Ted Dean, Ithaca 
of people. 1t is a group of people who engage in mutual ex- College superintendent of custo-
changes and interaction, typically within a given local area. That dial services, Peter van deVelde, 
rhc essence of community is interaction can be seen by visualiz- custodial superintendent for 
ing an apartment building in which the residents hardly ever Tower and Terrace dorms, and 
speak to one another. There, you would see no community l\lrs. Bertha Van Zile, custodial 
because there is no interaction. superintendent for Quad, Quarry 
Although some people prefer to live the life of a solitary and Valentine dorms. 
hermit, most of us prefer to live in some kind of community Dean has also been named a 
where we can experience those interactions which we desire. state delegate to the 1969 Na-
Some of the momentum behind the youth movement in the tional Environmental Sanitation 
world today is the quest for community, exemplified by the ·and Maintenance Management 
spirit of the \Voodstock.music festival which was a real, if tern- Conference in Detroit, September 
porary, community. 28 to October 2. 
The students at a college are a commmunity, and they are Dean is a member of the Cen-
a potentially great community because of the large number of tral New York Chapter of the 
possible interactions ranging from the social to the academic. ISM and has served as program 
But there is a serious limitation on the horizons of the college chairman and recording secre-
community due to the fact that the community docs not control tary. 
itself but is instead controlled by a group of people who are The Institute of Sanitation 
only slightly members of the commumty, namely, the adminis- Management is an international 
tration. (In fact, the administration rules on behalf of the organization for sanitation execu-
Board of Trustees, a group which is completely outside of the lives· who are responsible for the 
community.) safety, supervision, and mainten-
To understand how this limitation works, remember that ance of the work environment. 
community starts with interactions. The more interactions, the Founded in 1957, ISM has grown 
more community. Individual interactions are not enough to to a membership of over 2800 
build community, although they help and are good in their sanitation management leaders 
own right. \Vhat is needed are those kind of interactions that throughout the United States and 
involve everybody. These may be called "public affairs," and the Canada. 
The humidity of the last two days had subsided, and those 
fortunate enough to have survived, settled in their square foot 
of space in front of the stage at White Lake. Canned Heat had 
just finished their set with the announcement that, despite the 
departure of guitarist Henry Vestine, the group would struggle 
on. 
Af tcr a twenty minute wait, a new group called Moutain, 
".'"as introduced. Halfway through the first number, Mountain 
began to hit home. The realization that a major type of the 
proportions of Led Zeppelin or Jeff Beck was being born created 
the first musical frenzy of the weekend. 
Felix ~appalar?i! record producer ( Cream, Havens, etc.) 
and part-time mus1c1an (Wheels of Fire), is responsible for 
the creation of l\Iounrain. Pappalardi plays bass for the group, 
bu; the power and glory of Mountain is one Leslie West, who 
is the most overpowering guitarist I've ever seen. Formerly with 
the Vagrants, West plays with such passion and feeling that 
sensations of speed were transmitted straight home. With the 
precision of Larry Coryell, the quickness of Alvin Lee, and 
tone similar to Clapton stands Leslie West and his Gibson. 
He plays with the intensity of a man making Io~e after ten 
years alone on an island. 
Combined with this is West's husky, mighty voice which 
gives Mountain an effect heavier than most heavy groups. 
Unfortunately LESLIE WEST/MOUNTAIN (Windfall 
4500) fails to capture the impact of their live performance. 
West's guitar is lost in the shuffle and the throaty voice sounds 
muffled probably due to poor studio production. The album 
conspicuously lacks a major climactic cut. 
Despite shortcoming~, the album is superior to anything 
done by a new grou_p aside from Nazz and Crosby, Stills and 
Nash. 
the very foundations of community - none may exist without 
them. ( One can even speak, for example, of the ·"medicai ;------------------------- r-----~------
community" in which everyone.attaches importance to medicine 
and in which medical interest is the foundation of the "com-
munity.") So a community has concerns in common and needs 
these common concerns to rise to any heights. 
The problem with any student community is that it is not: 
allowed by the administration to make its own decisions on any 
really major matters. In effect, we are prohibited fro1n inter-
action in precisely those areas where we need it most to build 
the best kind of community. It is interaction in major matters 
of concern that builds the best community and it is exactly this 
which the administration prevents. Even if the administration is 
very liberal, there's always a limit. There's also the possibility 
of revocation of "privileges," which we now have only as long 
as someone decides to let us have them. Even now, you can 
CALLING ALL PHOTOGRAPHERS: 
The Office of Public Affairs is compiling a color slide 
collection. May we see what you have? We're interested 
in all views, outside and inside, and in shots of all ac, 
tivities conn1;cted with the College. See Paul Beiley, third 
floor of Job Hall; or call 3164. All slides will be returned 
promptly. 
probably think of something you'd like to do, ought to be able .-------------
to do, and can't. Furthermore, there is the tendency of depend- Phone 273-4443 
DIMEY'S 
ARE 
BACK! 
PATRONIZE 
YOUR 
ADVERTISERS 
BE WISE 
USE CLASSIFIEDS! 
YOU CAN FLY 
Try n spccinl $5.00 introductory 
lesson. Chnrtuir. Inc. 
Tompkins County Airport 
257-1666. nn F.A.A. 
npprovcd lli,:ht school. 
Travel Problems I 
FLY 
Diroct on your schedule 
Chairtnir, Inc. 
Tom11kin~ Count}· .Airt>ort 
237-1666 
..... ,, .............. . 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
every night 
• 
EXOCTIC DANCERS 
from N.Y.C. 
3 Shows - 10, 11, 12 
(local talent wanted) 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
ent people to act in a dependent fashion, without responsi-
bility. And there is always the principle involved, even if th~ 
outside control of the community is nominal. 
PATTERSON'S 
• 
STONE 
TRAVEL 
AGENCY 
UNITED RENT ALL 
• • • 
The principle involved can be called independence, self-
determination, or community control. It means that the con-
trol of at least the non-academic and non-corporate affairs of the 
college should rest largely with the students. And it means that 
the control of the community. by the administration must be 
ended. 
THIS SUNDAY 
A 
STUDENT LUNCH 
GET-TOGETHER 
After the 11 :00 Service 
at 
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 
in DeWitt Park 
Donohue - Halverson 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
• 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
• 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273 • 3393 
LLOYD'S SECRET ARIAL 
201 CLEVELAND AVE. 
272 • 6463 
Typing Mimeographing 
Photo-copy 
Duplicating Notary Public 
Electronic Stencils Cut 
Letterpress Printing 
8 a.m •• 4 p.m. - Monday-Friday 
Evenings by Appointment 
~ 
WASH.ING AND 
GREASING 
• 
We Rent Most Anything 
Personalized Travel Service 
414 Eddy St . 
Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
It costs no more through 
your travel agent. 
363 ELM I RA ROAD 
273 -1897 
ITHACA'S EXCLUSIVE KEEPSAKE DEALER 
Expert Watch· Jewelry Repairing 
Remounting of Diamonds 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
H & H Liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca; N.Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
ALL THE TOP 
NEW REtEASES JUST ARRIVED ! 
PLUS 
THIS WEEKEND 
Head 
for 
Straight 
the 
ROYAL PALMS 
209 Dryden Rd, 
272 • 9636 
OLD JAZZ and BLUES COLLECTION 
never seen in Ithaca, due within 2 weeks 
Across from Triangle 112 hn/wk. · 
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Editorials - -
Fairyland 
Registration is over, the posters brought 
back from those groovy little shops in t~e 
East Village are now neatly hung on dormi-
tory walls, the number of drop and add slips 
carried over campus by the ever-present South 
Hill wind are decreasing .. Students have en-
tered the numbing routine of classes, papers 
and tests, leaving behind the evanescent mem-
ories of summer past. 
Enter now the Era of the Great Identity 
Crisis. The inscription over the portals, with 
all due credit to Dante, reads "Abandon all 
hope, ye who enter here." 
Those who enter may have received their 
free pass as early as their first semester of 
freshmen year, or as late as their senior year. 
The time does not matter. The only require-
ment is that you no longer know why you are 
a history major, what you are doing at Ithaca 
College, what you want to be "when you 
grow up." 
As you enter the gates of that Freudian 
hell, you will be looking for someone to rap 
with. Not your student advisor, who is prob-
ably going through it himself, not your best 
friend, and, please God, not your parents, You 
are looking for someone who has been through 
it before, someone who hopefully knows the 
score. You have entered the office of your 
advisor. 
If you are lucky, you have managed to find 
your advisor there. Of course, he may be _on 
his way to a class and not be able to talk with 
you just then, or have a committee meeting 
and not be able to talk with you just then, or 
he may be preparing for tomorrow's classes 
, 
and not be able to talk with you just then. 
You lose. 
If your advisor is not in his office, the 
reason is probably that you are both running 
on different schedules and his only office hours 
are during that biology lab that you don't dare 
cut even on the Day of Judgment. You may 
be able to see him sometime during pre-regis-
tration week to get your schedule signed. 
Otherwise, forget it. You lose again. 
Your roommate was luckier. His advisor was 
there and had the time to listen. 
Next year,. when the pangs of your Great 
Identity Crisis have submerged, when you 
no longer really care about your work or your 
mind or your life, you may learn why there 
was no one there. Your advisor will tell you 
with a woebegone, anesthesized glaze, that 
he has been suffering a Work Crisis. He has 
been assigned a work load that has made it 
impossible for him to be available for coun-
seling. Required· to be a sage in the classroom, 
he has neither the time nor the energy to be 
an After-Hours Plato. It is not really his fault, 
his hands are tied. 
After the necessary amount of time, you 
will graduate. Standing tall on that day of 
days, clutching your stiff sheepskin in your 
sweaty palms, you will have received the final 
certification. You will now go out into the 
world, take a job you are not sure you will 
be happy in, live a not very fruitful or satis-
factory life. But you will have endured. You 
will have become adjusted. 
And fifty years later, ,you may mumble, 
"where was everybody?" 
: }, . . .·: .- . ,, 
Fed Up 
We joined the dinner line at the terrrace 
cafeteria one night this week at 5:45 p.m. 
Everything was figured out scientifically; be-
cause we had a meeting at 6:30, we counted 
fifteen or twenty minutes for waiting in line, 
giving us twenty or twenty-five min~tes to 
actually cat. 
Our calculations, we found to our increas-
ing dismay, were way off beam. Besides the 
usual people who cut-in, the entire football 
team decided to go to the head of the class. 
Like the other forty people behind us, we were 
forced to wait an extra twenty minuts. 
For years now, the edit~rial page of The 
ltliacan has screamed -about the unreasonable 
meal lines. The reason returned to us by Saga 
were understandable-lack of sufficient help, 
unusual numbers of students coming unexpect-
edly to eat at one cafeteria, and so on. 
For some mysterious reason Saga has seemed 
to overcome its problems in the past two 
weeks. The fault belongs to the students. 
The excessive cutting-in by the students of 
Ithaca College is inexcusable. We are tired 
of waiting on line for ridiculous amounts of 
time because someone decides it would be be-
neath his dignity to wait with everyone else. 
Chief Informs CHAIRMAN EXPLAINS PROCEDURE EOP Enrolls 67 Total; 
Pamela Curry Optimistic Letters to 
the Editor 
On Town Parking 
Editor: 
Continued from Page 1 
to meet with either Dean Givens To persons new in our com-
or himself to hear these reasons. 
munity and not familiar with lhe 
Editor: 
I was absolutely horrified by 
an article called "World of 
parking restrictions, the follow-
ing are the city ordinan-:es rela-
tive to overtime parking at night: 
All night parking in metered 
Wheels" by Richard Leone in the zones is prohibited. The one ex-
September 12 issue of The ception is that a person may park 
Ithacan. Mr. Leone is rationaliz- a vehicle in any metered zone on 
ing himself into thinking that any street for a period of time 
there is nothing wrong with driv-
ing fast on country roads and no longer than fifteen minutes 
compares the "insanity" of driv- between the hours of 2:00 a.m. 
ing fast to the "insanity' 'of foot- and 5:00 a.m. of any day, except 
ball. I realize that simply driv- physicians on emergency calls. 
ing is a risk which one is forced 
to take if one drives. I love to All night parking on alternate 
drive and to ride in a car and J sides of a street is prohibited. In 
love speed - BUT- in the right other words, the parking of 
places. Going 70 is fine on a road vehicles is prohibited between 
built for 70- not on a country 2:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m. on the 
road with rio grade or banking. odd numbered side of all city 
I speak from several personal 
experiences, having lost someone streets on the o~d numbered days 
I cared very much for in a car of the calendar month, and on 
accident and almost getting killed the even numbered side of all 
myself. The cause of the accident, city streets on the even numbered 
speeding for fun - 70 on a SO days of the calendar month. 
mph country road. What right 
has anyone to risk anyone else's Herbert L. Van Ostrand 
life like that? Let alone one's Chief of Police 
own life? 
Very Sincerely and Upset 
.. 
The Sound of Things 
Friday, September 26, at 1 p.m., 
in Walter Ford Hall, is an Ithaca 
College student recital. Music for 
piano will be performed by Linda 
Beckert, Janet Ross, John Nichols, 
Kathryn Hashimoto, Marianne 
Ramsey, Sue Miller and Terry 
Quackenbush. Admission is free. 
Free Publicity 
To Students 
Editor: 
Each year The Ithacan does an 
outstanding job of reporting the 
results of elections for campus 
organizations. 
Last year, with its help, we 
were able to send out over 5,500 
home-town stories on the students 
of Ithaca College. 
Terwilliger added: "May I state 
flatly that our reasons were pure-
ly professional and that we were 
scrupulous to exclude all consid-
erations of politics, race, religion, 
and sex." 
When asked in an interview 
with The Ithacan on September 
10 if he felt that Mrs. Goldman's 
academic rights .were interferred 
with, he stated, "There are appeal 
procedures, as stated in the 
"Faculty Handbook," and our 
policy is that recommended by 
the American Association of ,Uni-
versity Professors. Also, the de-
cision by the Committee on 
Tenure was submitted and ap-
proved by the Dean, the Provost, 
and the President. That is a total 
of twelve men. One of the safe-
guards in evaluating someone 
new is to make sure you have 
a broad base." 
The statement by Terwilliger 
reveals that more is at stake in 
this case besides the question of 
Mrs. Goldman's reappointment to 
the faculty. A public statement 
concerning the .reasons for her 
dismisal would not only under-
mine her position in the academic 
community, but would set a 
precedence. 
"If students or faculty are 
granted the right to demand a 
public statement of the reasons 
for Mrs. Goldman's .not receiving 
a reappointment, the same de-
mand could b~- made for every 
other probationary faculty mem-
ber at Ithaca College. This policy 
Friday, September 26, is at 8:15 
p.m., in Walter Ford Hall, organ 
recital: Floyd Gulick, organist. 
Program: Sweelinck, "Mein 
junges Leben hat ein End" and 
"Fantasia Chromatica"; Bach, 
"Toccato and Fugue in F Major," 
BWV 540; Gyorgy Ligeti, "Volu-
mina 1961"; Messiaen, "Dieu 
Panni Nous" from ''La Nativite 
du Seigneur." Admission is free. 
Unforunately, there are quite 
could have only one result: to a few organizations which failed 
The Ithaca is published 
weekly during the academic 
year. Application to mail at 
second-class postage rates is 
pending at Ithaca, New York. 
Postmaster please send form 
3579 to Business Manager, The 
Ithacan, Ithaca College, Ithaca, 
N. Y. 14850. 
to report their election results or force every department to justi-
club activities, either to Tlie fy by chapter and verse its de-
Ithacan or to our office. cision not to offer an individual a 
reappointment-whether or not 
May I take this opportunity to. it had specific 'charges' to make," 
ask every campus fraterru·ty, Terwilliger wrote. 
sorority, and club to send the 
necessary information to Th• This policy wold have grave 
Ithacan or to my , ofifce in the consequences for the academic 
Administration Building, and I community, he warned. "Under 
such circumstances new faculty 
will see that it gets to Th• members would virtually receive 
· Ithacan. tenure with their first appoint-! Phil Langan ment. In these days of strong dis-
Public Affairs sent, any individual with marked 
political views -whether of the 
Right or the Left - indeed any 
individual who identified himself 
clearly with any idea or group -
would . have his followers who 
would insist that the reasons 
stated for not reappointing him 
were inadequate and that he was 
being discriminated against. And 
his opponents would be equally 
dogmatic that the stated reasons 
were more than adequate. 
"No more certain means could 
be conceived of to create fac-
tions and keep a campus in a per-
petual turmoil. Only the strong-
est departments and the strong-
est administrators would have the 
courage not to reappoint any in-
dividual who might become the 
center of a controversy. Even 
those not intimidated by the pros-
pect of controversy would hesitate 
to detail to students all the de-
partment's dissatisfaction w.ith 
an instructor some six months 
before he terminated his services 
with the college. Such a profes-
sionally unethical action could so 
undermine any instructor's posi-
tion with both students and facul-
ty that most tenured members 
would tend to let ·reappoinments 
slide through year after year 
without protest except in the 
most extreme cases . 
"If you, as students, think that 
there are now too many incom-
petent faculty protected by 
tenure, please · try to envision 
the number of mediocrities or in-
competent eccentrics who would 
be permanent fixtures at this 
college after ten or fifteen years 
of such a policy." 
Because the English Majors' 
Club has shown such an active 
interest in the case, Terwilliger 
was asked if he thought that stu-
dents could judge the worth of an 
instructor to the academic cotn-
munity. · 
by Ronni Lynn Ziff 
Ithaca College has instituted an 
Educational Opportunities Pro-
gram (EOP), the purpose of 
which is to provide opportuni-
New Mexico. 
The programs financial situ-
ation is optimistic. EOP receives 
aid from many sources which 
ties for college education for include National Defense loans, 
students whose academic back-
grounds or socio-economic posi-
tion might not make it possible 
for them to attend IC. 
The program originated in 1967 
at which time EOP had an enroll-
ment of twenty students. Over 
the past two years the IC pro-
gram has made tremendous 
strides and today it includes fr1 
students. The majority of stu-
dents come from big city areas, 
New York City in particular, but 
students do come from many 
other sections of the country in-
cluding Oklahoma, Alabama and 
O'Brien Plans Year 
Continued from page 1 
be asked and answered freely-
government grants, New York 
State Scholar Incentive awards, 
College Work-Study funds, Ithaca 
College .funds and private con-
tributions. At the present time, 
EOP is waiting to receive money 
which has been promised by the 
New York State government to 
aid the program. 
Mrs. Pamela Curry, a prime in-
novator of the program, men-
tioned the fact that the attrition 
rate in EOP is not high and that 
the causes of drop-outs are usu-
ally not for academic reasons. 
EOP bas recently been expanded 
to include · a ten-week summer 
session which wilI allow students 
to take up deficiencies resulting 
from inadequate or poor quality 
high-school preparation. 
1\lrs. Curry also sounded very 
not by 2- or 3-year old replies. encouraging when she said, 
If we keep progressive and try "Things are gonig quite well -
out fresh new ideas, IC will be the students we have enrolled in 
able to reach its fullest potential." 
the program this year are a very 
He also hopes ("idealistically") sharp bunch of kids." She ex-
that the college may someday at- plained that the students with 
tract outside funding to help low-
er the cost of attendance. He 
wants to see all of IC dedicated 
EOP have demonstrated a strong 
feeling of unity and are not 
afraid to speak of things that 
to complete education-in other bother them. If someone is not 
words, a total committment to this doing well in math, for example, 
college experience, which pre- another student who is a math 
sumably is not present now but 
which could be. Students in the 
"Of course students can give field of admissions to assist that 
insight as to how good a teach- department, was also suggested 
er is. They can tell whether or for the future. 
not they like the course. If they The IC president closed by say. 
major is ready, willing and able 
to help. The students at Ithaca 
College under the E~P relate· 
well among each other as well es 
with other students in attendance. 
like the instructor very much, 
this is a positive virtue. If they ing that he believes he has the 
don't like the instructor, it is a 
very bad situation and something 
must be done to remedy it. But 
there are limitations on students. 
The one serious limitation is that 
the teacher may be offering ma-
responsibility, not the power, to 
see that students are well repre-
sented in the areas where they 
should be. The new president 
added that he would very much 
The Educational Opportunities 
Program has made many accom-
plishments in the past and cer-
tainly hopes to add to its achieve-
ments in the future. Pertaining 
to the group of students presently 
under EOP, Mrs. Curry feels that 
"as far as the stduents and their terial that is twenty years out of like to see a regular column fea,. date, or it might possibly be even ture in The Ithacan entirely de-
inaccurate. Students would be un- voted to student government, potential are concerned, I can see 
able to judge ·this aspect of the where it would reach all those a whole lot of good things co~ 
case," he answered. who are a part.of Ithaca College. froni. these kids." . · 
. . 
LIGHT WEIGHT 
WASH-CLEAN 
PLASTICS 
YOUR CHOICE . 
. 20~ 
Lightweight, wash-clean plast;c 
• BUSHEL LAUNDRY. BASKET 
• VEGETABLE BIN 
• 12:QT. SPOUT PAIL 
• REOANGULAR. DISHPAN 
• 11-QT. WASTEBASKET 
• CUTLERY TRAY 
Household 
DISPOSAL BAGS. 
3FOR09e 
Leakproof, odor-proof 
plastic bags for every 
household purpose! 
White, Pink, Yellow 
10-ROLL TISSUE PAPER 
325 soft sheets per roll, 7 7 
packed in handy plastic e 
bag. 
King Size "Carlile" 
Hardside Luggage 
LUXURIOUS, LUGGAGE! Heavy 
gauge blue or lime vinyl cov-
ering. Rayon taffeta lined with 
pockets. Polished locks. 
24" Pollman.7.88 Reg. 12.97 
YOUR CHOICE 
400 
26" Pullman 9.88 · Reg. 13.97 · 18" Overniter Reg. 7.97 
Train Case Reg. 7.97 
29''. Pullman 9.88 Reg. 14.97 . 21" Weekender Reg. 9.W 
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20-Gallon Plastic 
TRASHCAN 
Durable, sanitary; comes I aa· 
in smart Avocado. 
Our Reg. Low Price 2.47 
Deluxe Adjustable 
IRONING 
BOA·RD 
500 
8.99 Our Regular 
Low Price 
Made for cooler-
easier-drier ironing! 
3-TIER TABLE 
with 
3-WAY ELECTRICAL 
ounn 
288 
Our Regular Low 
Price: 3.97 
30" high with 3 stur-
dy shelves. Rolls easi-
ly on casters. Avoca-
' do, White. 
MAGNIFICO 
TABLE LAMPS 
Simply stunning modern, 888 
Spanish, traditional, or 
charming Early American 
looks-we have lamps to 
fit any decor! 
Our Regular Low Price: 8.99 
Gold Plated 
Picture Frames 
66e 
Singles, doubles 5 x 7' 
and 8 x JO", with non-
reflecting glass 
Self-Adhesive 
Wall Panels 
}99 
Our Regular Low 
Price: 2.97 
3-dimensional marble, 
natural cork, vinyl 
panels. 
Will ••• JI, Sensational 
SKI - DOO SNOWMOBILE 
r,ee Caire aad Collee 
WILL BE SERVED 
Just come·in and register now, no purchase necessary. 
DRAWING WILL BE HELD ·sEP:f. 29, 8:30 P.M. 
THURSDAY - - SEPT~ 30 
12 NOON TO 9 P.M. 
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Franklyn Sharp, New Coqch, 
Outlines Debating Season 
I. C. Chemist Re.ceives 
I 
by Estelle Fraenkel Grant To Sfudy 3-DWorld 
If you happen to stroll through 
the Performing Arts-building one 
day, you might catch a glimpse 
6f a dynamic young man, busily 
puffing ,on a Tiparrilo strid-
ing along as if the problems of 
the world await his assistance. 
Well they might, for this is 
Ithaca College's new Debate 
Coach and Forensic's Advisor, 
Franklyn Sharp.· Sharp, who 
· teaches Argumentation and De-
bate and Public Address, earned 
a B.S. and 1\1.S. from Geneseo 
State and is now worki~g toward 
his Ph.D. at Syracuse University. 
Dinken have put together a mul- Frank Darrow, an assistant 
tiple program of events that in.: professor in Chemistry at Ithaca 
elude a series of home and away College, has received . a grant 
tournaments. from the American Chemical So-
Included in the schedule is a ciety Division of Chemical Educa-
High School Forensics Tourna- tion DuPont Small Grants Pro-
ment tentatively scheduled for gram to solve a chemical prob-
Parents' Weekend. The away lem. 
events include a Discussion An understanding of the three 
Tournament at Michigan State on dimensional world of the micro-
October 10 and 11. Sharp men- scopicmolecular world is essen-
tioned that one of the largest and tial to an understanding of the 
most varied of the tournaments mechanism of chemical reactions. 
will be held at Bradley Uni- However, the person instructing 
versity in Peoria, ~llinois on No- chemistry has been limited to 
vcmber 21, 22. This tournament the use of either small molecular 
will cover all facets- of oral com-. models which can be seen by only 
m1.miation and it is one of the 
finest in the country, second only 
to the Penn State Debator's Con-
NOW 
OPEN 
those students in the first few 
rows or two dimensional repre-
sentations of the blackboard and 
the· conventional projected image. 
Darrow expects to be able to 
produce polarized 3-D images, 
similar to those used in the 3-D 
movies popular about 15 years 
ago, and to use them in the class-
room situation. He will attempt 
to use conventional projection 
equipment so that the costs will 
be kept low and in the reach of 
all institutions. · 
A report on the results of the 
3-D visuals project will be made 
next September. 
Sharp expressed great hopes 
for th_is year's Forcnsic's program. 
He stated that it is his hope that 
students and faculty will come to 
think of Forensics not just in 
terms of debate but as a varied 
and pleasurable means of oral 
communication. He informed us 
that Forensics meet Wednesday 
evenings at 7:30 p.m. in U-5, and 
that a student is welcome to join 
at any time in the year. He 
and Forensics' president Cheri 
gress held in February. He re-
minded us that at last year's 
Penn State Debator's Congress, 
Cheri Dinken and Paul Levinthal 
won strong positions on the Con-
gress, placing our school in top 
contention for the coming y"ear. 
Ithaca College is on the road to 
becoming ·one of the finest de-
bate teams in the country, acc!)rd-
ing to Sharp, and one that the 
entire campus can be proud of. 
CERAMIC & GIFT SHOP 
SWEATERS ETCETERA Inc. 
Ithaca, 
entrance 
INSIDE 
DOWNSTAIRS 
Cosentini 
Shoe Store 
5,000 SWEATERS in every size shape and color plus lots· 
X 'of Other SWINING things like Vests, String Shirts, j · Capes & Bells · at low MILL OUTLET prices 
: open daily 9:00 to 5:00 
f-H,,l f,,J,,t.•U•+ I § + U f U + t ti ~~"i>+<li><M!o+<!H-<!!o+~++~~+§o 
NOW OPEN 
on 
ELMIRA ROAD 
• Sundaes 
• Banana Barge 
• Flying Saucer 
304 E. State 
The "Unique" store 
for all your gift needs 
Hallmark Cards 
and 
starting soon, Ceramic instruction. 
Call 272-7338 for an appointment 
• Shakes & Floats 
EIJB Goes IJn.;terground 
Ithaca College's Egbert Union 
Board will present • two under-
ground movies from the New Line 
Cinema next week. 
On Tuesday, September 23 at 
8:00 and 9:30 p.m., "Martyrs of 
Love" will be presented in the 
Recreation Room. This film is a 
series of three takes about three 
befuddled young people. Implicit 
iJt their stories is an appeal to 
stop tolerating the confonnity of 
social and business convention. 
The final film . in the series is 
"Vali, the Witch of Positano," 
which will be shown Wednesday, 
September 24, also at 8:00 and 
9:30 p.m. in the Recreation Room. 
This is the story of Vall Myers, 
an Australian artist-recluse, pos-
sessing magic powers. She lived 
for 10 years in the seclusion of 
a but in a woods near Positano, 
Italy, with her husband, five 
dogs, a fox, a donkey, assorted 
cats, chickens and other crea-
tures. 
Celebrating our 50th year with 
A special showing of _two unusual 
diar,nonds 
~· I 
.... (· ' 
/· 
'\' 
... · > 
A flawless Marquise cut .champagne 
diamond weighing l.18ct. 
A pear shape pink diamond weighing l.08ct. 
'
. 
. . 
\ -} , 
. . 
- ... ., 
Antique and Estate Jewelery A tine selection 
of Ruby, Emerald and Sapphire Jewelery 
PATTENS JEWELERS 
306 E. State Street 
Est. 1919 
Hours - 9:30 to 5:30 Monday through Saturday 
Evenings by appointment 
Stude11ts: 
Get on top ol your 
outside reading ••• 
save ISO hours 
a se111ester! 
ll Came too /if!e onehour BmdincDynamia Danansandion 
You'll - a documented lilmotactual int.ervllnwith WaabJni. 
ton Conrruamen who have taken the Readinr I)ynamica 
Coune. You'll lNm how to mc:rea. yourreadiqss-1 ll'om3 lo 
10 Umeo. with equal or better compnhemiol\ and rreat.er recall. 
All your queotiona about Reedilll Dynamlca will be ...-.cl. 
zs=..~ U1J ability, The Courae c:onaiala ot ei,i,t 2½ hour....,..., plua 
om hour a day ol home pradlca. 
51 ~~tjuatonowordatatllm. c:/2) You read without '-rin( and uym, all the wonla. You -.I 
with • puri- ud !um lo quickly - the main thouabta 
and ide.u. You i..m lo paca youneil accordinc lo the malarial 
you read. YOU LEARN TO REDUCE YOUR TIMB ON 
OUTSIDE READING ASSIGNMENTS FROM 1iOO HOURI' 
TO 150 HOURS PER SEME!n'ER! · 
Proud to serve you with fine food and beverages. The Evelyn Wood R~adin.g Dynamics Institute 
Phone 273-1149 for free orientation and class information 
STUDENT SPECIAL SUNDAYS 
from 1-9 
Spaghetti and Meat Balls 
$1.75 
205 Elmira Rd. 
273-0777 
On S. Albany St. 
Extension 
FREE ORIENTATION SCHEDULE 
Monday, Sept. 22 8:00 P .M. * At The Institute 
Wednesday, Sept:· 24 
Thursday, Sept. 25 
8:00 P.M. *At The Institute 
8:00 P.M. *At The Institute 
Saturday, Sept. 27 8:00 P.M. *At The Institute 
.As a Readln~ Drnamiu craduate. 
:rou art' entitled to take a :Re• 
fre,hl'r Course 11! an~· tline, and aa 
often u you wlab. at any of the 
150 E\"el:rn Wood Rudin,: l>7· 
namlca Inatltute• In the United 
St11tea and In Euro11e. 
Fall Classes Star 
Tuesday, Sept •. 30 · 
AU ORl,NTATION ·cLASSES WIU 
BE HELD AT THE 
EVELYN WOOD READING 
DYNAMICS INSTITUTE 
Women's Community Center 
Rm. 2 110 W. Seneca St. 
lth~ca, N.Y. 
OUB. POSITIVB QU'.AJL&JIITBB 
OJ"TU'UIOJl'BBrDJl'D 
The Evel'Jn Wood Readin,r n,,. 
namlca Inattlute \\ill reflUld :,our' 
tuition If :,ou do not •t leaat triple· 
your readln,r lndez (readiq rate 
multiplied by ,_prehenalOA pero 
centa,re) durlnrt tbe Colln8 aa 
JDeaanred by our 1tandardlaecl 
teatln,r pro,rram. Thia 'POll!!T, 11 
'Hild when you hue attended .. ,h 
elunoom aaulnn and c-pl1te.1 
tbe minimum daily ualxned home 
drill al the-- lent 11M1Clfletl by 
your lnatnctor. 
-
- .~ .. : . '' 
Provost Corson 
Appoi~ted. 
CornEtl I President 
· by Kathy Scholl 
The vacancy of Cornell Uni-
versity's presidential position bas 
been filled with the appointment 
of Provost Dale R. Corson as the 
University's eighth president. 
Robert w. Pl!!'._cell, chairman of 
the Board of Trustees, made Cor-
son's appointment known Jollow-
ing a meeting of the board on 
September 5. Corson succeeds 
James A. Perkins who had been 
Cornell's president since 1963. Dr. Firman H. Brown, Jr. 
Speech Sorority 
To Host Guests 
Some prominent speakers in-
cluding Dr. Louis Di Carlo, head 
of the Speech Rehabilitation 
Center at Veterans Administra-
tion hospital·· in Syracuse, and 
MacKenzie Buck, a leading au-
thority of aphasia, will be brought 
to campus this year by Sigma 
Alpha Eta, the national speech 
and hearing fraternity. 
Sara Rosenfield, president of 
the fraternity, gave a welcom-
ing ~ddress to the new members 
President Corson is no stranger 
to Cornell. He has been at the F~ ... man Brown Rece1·ves 
University since 1946 when be .LI. , 
joined the faculty as an_assfitant Career Serv1·ce Award professsor of physics. Smee th~t 
at the first organized meeting 
on September 9. 
Anyone who is not a member of 
Sigma Alpha Eta is welcome to 
attend any of the lectures sched-
uled for this year. 
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Whistler's 
Mother? 
No. Just a Student With Loose Glasses 
IF ... you're like most people, you take your glasses 
off with one hand. This pulls on the temples, loosens 
the fit, glasses claim squatter's rights on your nose. 
IF ... you got _them at Ithaca Cayuga Optical Service 
you could have them re-adjusted and tightened at no 
additional cost. And you need no appointment. Drop 
in - step out and be looking through, not over, your 
glasses. All adjustments made on glasses bought here 
are free and speedily thorough at our easy-to-get-to 
offices. 
Ithaca Cayuga Optical Service 
Conveniently located at 134 E. State St .. 
Ithaca, New York 273-4231 time he has served in such po.si- Dr. Firman H. Brown, Jr., chair- judge. Before coming to Ithaca 
lions as Chairman of 
th
e Physics man of the drama-speech depart- College, Dr. Brown was chairman ---------------------------------------. Department, Dean of the College ment, has received the first an- of the drama department at the 
of Engineering, and Provost of nual Arts Management Career University of Montana. 
the Universtiy. Service Award for distinguished "Working in the theater," he 
Corson was born in Pittsburg, achievement in the field of cul- wrote to Arts Management, "has 
Kansas. He received his . B~. tural administration. The presen- never been work for me . . . It 
from the College of Emporia m tation took place yesterday in the has been humbly rewarding to 
l934, M.A. from the University Plaza Hotel, New York City, at know that by selling, promoting, 
of Kansas in 1935, and his Ph~. the New York Board of Trade's building, and managing an arts 
in physics in 1938 from the Um- annual Arts Award luncheon. program you have permanently 
versity of California. Arts Management, a national 1riched thousands of people's 
Corson has served, among newsletter for those who work lives." 
others, such varied positions ~s in the arts, makes two awards Dr. Brown is a member of the 
staff member of the MIT rad1- yearly: the Career Service Award National Theater Conference, 
ation laboratory, and technical and the Arts Administrator of the Speech Association of America, 
advisor to Air Force Headquart- Year Award. The latter was American Educational Theater 
C awarded thl·s year to Harvey Associat1·on, Amer1·can Society for crs in Washington. orson re-
ceived a commendation during Lichtenstein, director of the Theater Research, and the Ameri-
World War 11 for work on radar ·Brooklyn Academy of Music. · can Association of University 
h as The panel of judges cited Dr. Professors. 
techniques. In 1948• e w Brown for hJS' "contribut·1ons to H · · d t th f awarded a Presidential Certificate e 1s marr1e o e ormer 
of Merit for his contributions to cultural development over the Margery A. Hunter of Libbey, 
the national defense. Corson also past decade." He is the founder .of Montana. They have two daugh-
served on Project Vista, a De- the Montana Repertory Theater ters. 
fense Department study of tac- Company, founder and manager 
tical warfare in Europe. In 1957, of the Bigfork (Montana) Summer Placement Exam Set 
he served on the Space Research Playhouse, a charter member of 
Comml·ttee on Aeronautics. This the Montana Arts Council, co- For September 25 founder of the Montana High The placement examination for 
committee laid the foundations School Drama Directors Associ- those taking or wishing to take for the organization of ?ll'ASA. 
1 
From 1963_1965, he served on the ation, and a widely-traveled lee- Calculus will be given Thursday, 
b turer, guest director, critic and September 25, at 7 p.m. in B-102. 
ALLTBE 
SALAD 
YOU CAN EAT 
Our llui:c Shrimp Cockluil Salmi 
llnve another, if you can. 
PLUS ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF 
M!• All $ 11:D, 
. C2Dat lor just 5.95 it. 
,&NJD TH:.:&.'1""1!11 l!lll"OT .A.LL 
Elegant Dining Pulon and Aatltentic SAioon. 
Intimate Tam-of-tlte·Centary Atmosphere. 
A Complete Selection of Stronger Spirits is Availule. 
1'URB~'s 
· Department of Commerce T?c - __________ ..;\~--------------, 
nical Advisory Board and chaired L-------------------------------------..1 
a department on Transportation UOU'II I.Ike flJ.IDg I. 
ELMIRA ROAD «:>- ITHACA, N. Y. 
Research and Development. He ll i £;~;ti~~~;~~ rp.~~:;~=:~~~:f~J;~~~'.:::}::::·:::...·: :;:II· ',.·-•ii!!:!:iv 
Corson is a fellow of the Amer-
ican Academy of Arts and Sci-
ence and is a member of the 
New York Academy of Science. 
He is also listed in ''Who's Who 
in America" and "American Men 
of Science." 
Corson has been serving as 
Cornell's chief administrator 
since July 1, and his appoint-
as president comes as a surprise 
to only a few. During the past 
summer a questionnaire was dis-
tributed to students, faculty and 
almuni; Corson was the over-
whelming choice of each group. 
Most Cornell students have, re-
acted favorably to Corson's 
appointment. They feel that he 
will "be around more" than 
Perkins who some seemed to feel 
was more concerned with raising 
money for the school. The gen-
eral sentiment of the students is 
that Corson will try to open the 
channels for greater communica-
tion between faculty, students, 
and administration. 
Corson has described his own 
job as "an overwhelming task," 
and bas stated, "I am basically 
an educator and the focus of my 
efforts will be on the business of 
education and the students, facul-
ty and staff of Cornell Univer-
sity." 
3,695 Students Here 
Ithaca College's nglstrar, Robert 
Regala, hu reported that the 
total registration for the ful 
1emester Is 3,695 students. This 
total lnclud• 3,650 students who 
•ft9ncl clllSHS on the l"'aa com-
pus, and 45 physical thenpy stu-
d~ who are enrolled ·at Albert 
Einstein College of Medicine In 
aroo1c1,... · 
'-· .. · -
',• ·~.,,.!·,-.i.:.. .,•j 
._ • ,' '• • I• • .' 
, .... .,, . 
' ~ .. 
... . ,: . 
it's such a 
~rr®@frO@®~ @~@ITTJ 
The fast growing sport of flying is so practical, too. You save time and 
money when you fly on business trips and enjoy every mile over the 
roads. Same for famlly trips, too. · 
Come fly with us and see why hundreds of thousands of men and 
women say flylng's the most practical sport In the world. Why not 
come out to the airport today or this week-end and try our special 
Introductory flight lesson? With an expert government-rated flight 
As ...Uonally ,, Instructor you'll fly the airplane. You'!I see 
advertised on Tl( hy so many_people are taking up flying. 
$5 INTRODUCTORY FLIGHT LESSON 
IN A PIPER 
CHEROKEE 
with modern low wing 
tor best all-around flight 
characteristics· and handling ease. 
Rugged, all-metal. Quiet, roomy cabin. £JJ ar il'Ji:::·e. 
·· · Tompkins Co. Airport 
257-1666 
Your Portrait • • • 
The Gilt That Only You Can Give 
COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY PRE-CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 
- with presentation of this advertisement -
20 % Discount 
on all sittings booked during the month of September 
15 % Discount 
on all sittings booked uring the month of October 
GORDON CAMPBELL BUZZELL - Portrait Photography 
128 E. STATE S. 272 • 3473 
(Over Brooks Pharmacy & Van's Shoe Store) 
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Camus Drama 
To Kick Off 
New Season 
Caligula, Albert Camus' play 
concerning freedom of choice, 
responsibility, and the · use and 
misuse of power. will be the 
drama department's first presen-
tation of the 1969-70 season. 
Opening night for Caligula will 
be October 7 and the play will 
run through October 11 with 
Ilene Graf as the cast's student 
director. 
Historically, Caligula was that 
mad Roman emperor infamous 
for such escapades as sending 
legions to hold back the sea and 
making his horse a commanding 
general. Camus portrayed his 
Caligula quite differently, and 
the drama department is produc-
ing the play in a manner unlike 
anything you are accustomed to 
seeing on stage. 
Instead of using the traditional 
classical backdrops, director J. 
Fred Pritt's thespians are making 
their own costumes and construc-
ting their own setting machine, 
made to crank, rattle, and roll. 
Bill Parker will portray Caligu-
la. Others in the cast include: Art 
Bicknell, Geoff Smith, Judith 
Rondinelli, John Adams, Jim 
Flynn. Richard Anderson, Steve 
Brown, Michael Warren, Steve 
Webster. Frank Alford, and Bill 
Duncan. 
Two Gain 
Speech Aids 
Ithaca College has received a 
SI0,600 grant from the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and 
Welfare Office of Education to 
support two master of arts degree 
fellowships in speech pathology 
and audiology. 
The fellowships have been 
awarded to Jean Benson, a 1967 
Ithaca College graduate, and 
Jean Rankins, a 1969 graduate 
of State University College at 
Geneseo. 
:!\liss Benson, who earned a 
bachelor of science degree magna 
cum laudc in speech pathology 
and audiology from Ithaca Col-
lege, has been a speech therapist 
for Harford County and the Citi-
zens Nursing Hospital in Bel Air, 
!\Iaryland. She is a member of 
Sigma Alpha Eta, professional 
speech and hearing fraternity. 
Miss Rankins holds a bachelor 
of science degree in speech and 
hearing. She is also a member 
of Sigma Alpha Eta and was 
president of Agonian Sorority in 
her senior year at Genesco. 
Recipients of the fellowship 
will study at Ithaca College and 
do clinical work at Willard State 
Hospital, Tompkins County Hos-
pital a_nd for Binghamton Re-
habilitation Services. 
Moriello Slates 
Full Activities For 
Moms and Pops 
by Kathy Barzler 
Parent"s Weekend, that one 
weekend set aside to honor par-
ents of IC students, is to be held 
October 31- November l this 
year. As in previous years, this 
Parent's Weekend is guaranteed 
to offer diversified entertain-
ment for the "Senior Set." In ad-
dition to ideas utilized in the 
past, several innovations have 
been added to insure further suc-
cess of the weekend. As chair-
man of the wceken<;I committee 
Joe Mariello stated, "This year 
we tried to revitalize old ideas 
we have used in the past and in-
troduce new ones." 
The weekend will officially be-
gin on · Friday, October 31 with 
classes open to visiting parents. 
Friday and Saturday mornings 
registration will be held in the 
Union, at which time parents are 
able to register and receive name 
tags. Friday night at the terrace 
cafeteria, live music will be pro-
\'ided during dinner to relax and 
prepare everyone for the night's 
activities. These activities include 
a gymnastics exhibition at 8:15 
and 9:15, and a swimming exhibi-
tion from 9:15 to 10:15. In addi-
tion to these, a Reader's Theater 
Production is planned for the 
first time in the Performing Arts 
Building at 8: 15. This production 
includes oral readings and inter-
pretations of the works of British 
poet and novelist Graham Greene. 
At the same time in the Ford 
Music Hall a classical trio con-
cert arranged by the music de-
partmcnt will b~ held. To close 
the evening, a dance is planned 
from 10:15 p.m. to 1:00 a.m: in 
the terrace cafeteria. Performing 
at this dance will be IC's own 
"Que Pasa," a popular group led 
by Steven Brown, a graduate of 
IC and now an instructor in the 
music department at IC. This 
unique music will have an addi-
tional attraction of two cash bars. 
The weekend resumes Saturday 
morning at 10:30 with Convoca-
tion, at which time certain stu-
dents are honored and a guest 
speaker is presented. Buffet 
lunch in the terrace cafeteria be-
gins at 11:45 for hungry parents, 
faculty and students. The buffet 
is followed by departmental open 
houses from 2-4. Among other 
planned events are a high school 
debate tournament at 10:00 a.m. 
sponsored by the Forensics Club 
and a soccer match at 3:00 p.m. 
The planned events for Saturday 
night are essentially the same as 
Friday night, except that the 
classical trio will not be per-
forming again. And on Saturday 
night everyone is invited to at-
tend a panel discussion forum, in 
anticipation of interaction be-
tween the generations. The week-
end comes to a close at 8:30 Sun-
day morning with brunch, and 
recuperation. In lieu of events 
planned, this weekend promises 
to offer a wide range of enter-
tainment for all parents planning 
to attend. 
RESTAURANT 
e,ckt11il /.,unge 
''l:xuf tnl :J.ooJ 
(}raciou~f'I S11l'tl11J JJn 
_An Gfeganl Almo~p,en 11 
OPEN FROM 7:00 A.M. DAILY 
BREAKFAST • WNCH • DINNER 
OPERATED BY YENGO RESTAURANTS INC. 
FOR RESTAURANT RESERVATIONS 
273-3022 
FOi MOTEL HSUYATIONS 
-CAU--
273-3885 
The Harth Farly 
JAMES DAVIS 
ITHACA. N. Y. 
COMING: 
JAMES COTTON BLUES BAND 
RAMSEY: LEWIS 
-. . ~·. -.. .-"':"··---~· .. ·.,·:-, .. -..·=·.,-~ 
', .~~ ......... ~:' January Grad 
Named D.R. 
... - •. :(:·, .. . 
, - '. ~' ' 
A January 1969 graduate of 
Ithaca College, Thomas Samter, 
has be~n appointed as a develop-
ment researcher in the office oi 
Ben Light, vice-president for de-
velopment at Ithaca College. 
Samter, the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
George Samter of 115 Wyckoff. 
Woodmere, eanied the B.S. de-
gree in business administration 
While a s~!Jdent at Ithaca College. 
he was a.:&.1ve in Pi Lambda Chi 
fraternity, and the Society for the 
Advancement of Management. He 
. _ ... jJH1t\~ ~§f  i~~£~~ 
Photo by lhrb Goldber,: £ice. He served in the U.S. Army 
UP, UP AND AWAY-Preparing for an exhibition·on Parents 
Weekend, the Gymnastics Club shows its stuff at a practice 
session Tuesday night. 
Reserves at Fort Jackson from~ 
May until September when hl 
received a medical discharge. 
Bridging the 
Generation Gap 
There is no gap at Browning & King! We have everything 
right for your generation whether you're 18 or 55. When it 
comes to tasteful fashion, we cater to males of all 
generations! 
Friday, September 19th - 2 Bands 
THE SNAKE THE SHADOW 
14 oz. 20c drafts all night $1.50 adm. 
Saturday, September 20th - QUE PASA (I.C. Group) 
(Sergio Mendes style) dining till 9:30 Only $1.50 
DINNER RESERVATIONS - 273-9318 
Next Wednesday - September 24 
The most daring miniskirt wins a $25 U.S. Savings Bond 
Next Thursday - September 25 
BRASS eunoNS & BIG DADDY & THE SOUL INDUST~Y 
Dinners Wednesday-Friday - 5:30 - a Saturday-Sunday ..,;_ 5:30 - 9:30 
ift Appointed Librarian Speaking of his plans at Ithaca, 
Rift stated, "rve onJy been here 
by Don Tepper two . months, which is almost 
1,eo R. Rift was appointed nothing. It usually takes about 
aca College's new head.librarian two ye;irs to get to know a col-
. Jtily, replacing Miss Mary lege library, and its- interrela-
mpfield. Rift came' to Ithaca ship with the -college, as well as 
om Bowling Green State Uni- its internal structure. In addi-
ersity, where he was the head tion, Ithaca has a somewhat un-
f the systems and procedures usual history. It has developed 
epartmerit and, more recently, from a small college with several 
assistant director for technical well-defined schools to almost a 
ervices at Bowling Green. mini-university, with some very 
Previously, . Rift had been a highly developed courses. Basical-
science cataloguer at Washington ly, to make the library most use-
State University, serials cata- ful to the college, we need a 
1oguer at the University of Illi- much better, sharper structure." 
nois, and head of the serials de- Rift then elaborated: "To im-
partment at Southern Illinois Uni- prove the library, we will try to 
\'ei'Sity. cut down in some areas and 
He is a member of the Ameri- build in others. For example, cer-
can Library Association, the Ohio tain evenings we will lock some 
Library Association, and Beta Phi of the outside doors to cut down 
:-,tu, and has published in College on superfluous staffing. Other 
and Research Libraries and the money will be, and has been, 
Missouri L i b r a r y Association· committed .to enlarging the music 
Quarterly. facilities an employing of music 
ITHACA'S OLDEST AND MOST 
RELIABLE SKI SHOP 
presents 
Pre-Season Ski Clearance Sale 
Used and New Skiis and Boots 
at Big Savings 
...... 
WOOD SKIS' 50% Off 
...... 
Last year's Lange boots on special sale at 
EVERYTHING THAT'S FUN 
420 EDDY STREET 
PHONE 273-3030 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
Remember the old days? 
Remember what started all those 
great weekends? 
THIS AFTERNOON 
RETURN OF ROCK 
FRI DAY AFTERNOON 
DIMEYS 3:30 - 4:30 
(JUST LIKE IT USED TO BE) 
The Free Will - 4:00 • 7 :00 
BRING YOUR FRIENDS - SEE YOU THIS AFTERNOON 
Please Call 
273-1312 
273-9742 
~\\~\.,~\~ 
-~U\\\\~\ 
For Further 
Information 
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, 
librarian. To afford working will have a more intensive library 
music list,mfng facilities, though, orientation. We are just too big 
we bad to limit its hours. . to leave it to chance." The World if Wheels 
"This library .lias tried to serve Rift concluded, "The biggest 
!he-whole gamut of library serv- fright I had when I came here 
ices, from a glorified textbook was the large amount of college 
warehouse to an advanced re- finances supported directly by 
search source. '\ve cannot afford student tuition. The new presi-
to be' both. One change we are dent of the college will have a 
majdng is that we have strength- large influence on future library 
ened the reference department, activities. A library is the active 
and we've divided the card cata- storehouse of our cultural herit-
Iogues into three categories - .age. I see that a lot has to be 
subjet, name of organization or done:" 
by Richard l~one 
Outside of Ithaca on Route 13 across from the Dryden 
Drive-In is a sign next to a side. road. It says "John Wood 
Speedway." If you follow the sign you will end up in a field on 
top of a hill. As soon as you get out of the car you arc con-
fronted by two decrepit outhouses that make the facilities at 
Watkins Glen seem luxurious. 
politial subdivision, arid title. I r------------ Just past them is a concrete blockhouse, a sort of dull 
gray with a platform .on the roof. It's a three-in-one com-
bination - ticket window, refreshment stand, and announcer's 
booth. Directly in front, the hill drops away into a grassy 
slope covered with wooden benches: the grandstands. Down 
and to the left is light brown dirt and a lot of-rocks: the pit arc~ 
And right below you is a sandy-colored quarter-mile dirt oval. 
If you have never seen one before, it seems very strange, yet 
very compelling. 
also hope that by next year we LEE'S GARAGE 
BLOW 
YOURSELF UP 
Black and White 
t~s~l~Poster only $2 
with plutic frame $4 ($7.95 value) 
Send any black & white or color photo 
up ID ff' x 10" (no negatives) and the 
name "SW1naflne" cut from any 
SWlngllne stapler or staple ref Ill pac:kap 
to: Poster-Mart. p. 0, Box 165, 
Woodside, N. Y.11377, Enclose cash, 
check or mo~ c,rder (no C.O.D.'a) In 
the amount of $2,00 for each blow-up; 
$4.00 for blow-up and frame n shown, 
Add sales tax white appllc:able. Original 
matarlll retumed unclalnqe4 Satlsfac• 
tlon paranteed. Allow 30 cSays for dellvaiy. 
THE 
GREAT 
SWINGUNE 
TOT~APt.ER 
TIit -id's lltlesl senins 
sllpler yet no farpr thin 1 
pa of eum,ONLY ~ wllll 1000 FIU &tlplesl 
TIIE GREAT NEW 
SWINGl.lNE 
cuB·=l ~ ONLY$1.ltllCIL APlJIIS . Wllft 1000 ltlplea 
- only $1.98 eacll. 
..s---·---~--· . 
-~-~ 
Sylnuu '.Hill!i 
1757 Slaterville Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
FOR: Repairs on all makes· 
and models, including for-
eign cars 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-Up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
In the center of the infield is the Nash service station 
wrecker with a full complement ot local men, although the 
poor lighting on the track may obscure the men. In front of the 
spectator area is an old ambulance borrowed from some track 
near Cortland. 
273 · 1821 Rear Entrance 
11 a.m. • 1 a.m. 
DELICIOUS 
FOOD AT 
THE RIGHT 
PRICES 
Evening Supper 
Menu 
8 p.m. · 1 a.m. 
2 
0 
2 
D 
R 
y 
D 
E 
N 
R 
D. 
Then the dirt starts flying and dust fills the air as Roger 
( he's the starter) drops the green flag and the rumble of 
assorted '55-'57 Chevies and Fords of similar vintage begins. 
You haven't lived until you've seen IO cars packed like sardines 
going sideways through a turn. 
The bodies of the cars are all chopped up and usually 
battered beyond recognition. And quite often half of the cars 
in any given event are not nearly competitive. But the drivers 
have some very definite ideas about how to race, whether in 
those "late" model stockers, modifieds, or mini-stocks - in case 
you're interested, mini-stocks are foreign machines, usually 
V'yv's, Volvos, old Opels, and one Fiat that always seems to 
wm. Of course, the guy drives like Don Garlits and refuses to 
remain behind anyone for more than half of a lap, but some 
people are like that. 
In a time when late model Grand National stockers are 
pushing 200 mph on paved and banked tri-ovals with thousands 
of people watching, John Wood Speedway is certainly an 
anachronism, but one that should be allowed to continue. Auto-
mobile racing in the U.S. began on tracks like this and were 
s~rictly !?Cal in nature. Entire families go out there on Friday 
mghts with a load of beer, yell, scream, hurl snide comments 
at the announcer's jokes, and have a great time. 
Come In and See Us I 
Just watching the locals as their fathers, husbands, brothers, 
~nd friends go sliding around in the dirt is an experience in 
1t~elf. These non-urban people are often quite intolerant of others 
different than themselves. Try not to be too different so bring 
along a six-pack. You can get stared at, see some different 
_people and some great racing for $1.80 on Friday night. 
WICB 11NOW 3011 SURVEY 
Week Beginning September 19, 1969 
This last 
Week Week Title Artist 
l 2 Hot Fun In The Sumertime Sly/Family Stone 
2 6 Move Over Steppenwolf 
3 10 You/ I Rugbys 
4 4 Sing A Simple Song of Freedom Tim Hardin 
5 7 Jean Oliver 
6 1 Soul Deep Box Tops 
7 3 Easy To Be Hard Three Dog Night 
8 11 This Girl Is A Woman Now Gary Puckett/Union Gap 
9 13 What's The Use of Breaking Up Jerry Butler 
10 9 Lay Lady Lay Bob Dylan 
11 15 Everybody's Talking Nilsson 
12 18 Carry Me Back Rascals 
13 16 Don't It Make You Want To Go Home Joe South 
14 19 Can't Find The Time Orpheus 
15 28 No One For Me To Turn To Spiral Staircase 
16 5 Green River Creedence Clearwater 
17 22 Dismal Day Bread 
18 T Get Together Young bloods 
19 24 C'mon Everybody NRBQ 
20 30 Living In the U.S.A. Wilmer/Dukes 
21 21 We Gotta All Get Together Paul Revere/Raiders 
22 12 I Can't Get Next To You Temptations 
23 ~4 I'd Wait A Million Years Grassroots 
24 Wedding Bell Blues Fifth Dimension 
25 29 Something In The Air Thunderclap Newman 
26 Was It Good To You Isley Brothers 
27 Can You Dance To It Cat Mother/ All Nite 
This weeks SPECIAL for Club Meml,en only ! ! Newsboys 28 The Weight Supremes/Temptations 
29 17 Did You See Her Eyes Illusion 
Chicago Tran~it Authority 
30 Dark Eyed Woman Spirit 
Created by ond for the ''Big Six" listening audienc 111 
$327 Ron Kobosko Music: Director 
WICB/6 
I 
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IC Kicks Off 37th Football W.A.A. Se~son 
In Progress; Calllpaign Against west Chester Field Hockey, 
On The Road Tomorrow Afternoon Golf Available 
by Chris Flatley 
For the past nine years, the The Rams return with prac-
Ithaca College footballers have tically their entire defensive 
opened the season against an team including a capable secon-
opponent strong enough to put dary and giant tackles augmented 
the Ithacans in the role of under- by the addition of 6-5, 265-pound 
dog. This year is no exception, as (count 'em) sophomore Joe Car-
the Bombers journey to West roll, whom Head Coach Bob Mit-
Chester to do battle with the al- ten thinks may be the best de-
ways-ruggcd West Chester State fensive lineman ever to play for 
(Pa.) Rams tomorrow. West Chester. Mitten is also 
Head Coach Jim Butterfield, at happy with his veteran line-
Villanova last week to scout the backing corps, supposedly the 
Rams, observed: "They are, as best he's ever had in his four 
usual, a big, fast and aggressive years at the helm of the Rams. 
club. They were beaten, but were Offensively, he has only three 
not out-hustled. I'd say they are starters returning to the line, in-
on a par with last year's club eluding · veteran tight end Bob 
and that we'll have to be pre- Tomlinson. However, the Ram 
pared to play a great game, not I backfield should be as explosive 
just a good one." as ever despite the graduation of 
Cross Country Lives Again 
Coach Mike Greene has re-
vived cross country at IC, after 
the sport was discontinued last 
fall, because of an abundance of 
injuries and transfers. Thus far, 
two meets are scheduled in addi-
tion to a scrimmage with Cornell, 
and IC will enter the State meet 
in November. Also, several other 
meets are in the offing. 
There are 22 candidates work-
ing out which is a better turn-
out than Greene had originally 
expected. A big boost bas been 
provided by a recent ECAC ruling 
that permits freshmen to com-
pete with all varsity teams except 
basketball, football and hockey. 
There are no less than 15 fresh-
men on the IC roster. 
Jurlior Jim Kula, a top per-
former in cross country as a 
freshman, is back. Kula led the 
varsity in scoring last year. Other 
hopefuls for the upcoming sea-
son include senior Bill Brown 
and sophomore Don Gerundo, who 
was third in scoring for the frosh 
a year ago. The top freshman 
appears to be former Ithaca High 
star Ron Redfield-Lyon. 
Tickets for the Lehigh-IC foot-
ball game at Bethlehem, Penn. 
are on sale at the office of Carp 
Wood In Physical ~ Education 
Building. 
all-purpose back Bert Nye, always 
a thorn in the side of Ithaca Col-
lege. Halfback Rocky Rees, who 
made the all-conference team as 
a sophomore last year, is slated 
to take over for Nye. Paul 
Dunkelberger, the only senior in 
the starting backfield, returns to 
the halfback .position but will be 
challenged by 3 sophomores. 
Junior signal-caller Steve Dilts 
returns to pick up where he lefi 
off last year. Moreover, the Rams 
are deep and heavy; 
Coach Mitten thinks Ithaca is 
one of the ."toughies" on his 
team's schedule. 
On The Greens - - -
Veteran Golf Coach Herb 
Broadwell, aiming for his 12th 
straight winning season at IC, 
is currently working with 14 
varsity candidates, including let-
ter winners Terry Moore, Dick 
Baker and Bill Kent. Also return-
ing are Bob Jones, Bob Robichand 
and Vince Chicarelli who saw 
limited varsity and junior varsity 
experience last season. 
Also expected to bolster this 
contingent is John Marshall 
former, Ithaca High School star, 
who sat out last season because 
of the transfer rule. 
Broadwell will be without the 
services of graduated Co-captains 
Gary Lewis and Bob Risley, but 
Baker and Moore ··are top winners 
of the 1969 spring campaign 
which saw the Blue rack up a 
5-1 record. 
First Football 
Game Tomorrow 
At Villanova 
! 1 WAREROU$E f 
The football game between 
Ithaca College and West Chester 
originally scheduled for West 
Chester's Farrell Stadium tomor-
row at 8 p.m. has been moved to 
Villanova University's Stadium 
on Saturday afternoon starting at 
2 p.m. 
Construction problems at West 
Chester necessitated the change, 
according to Phil Langan, college 
sports information director. 
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· TONIGHT 
OTIS SMITH 
and the Otis Elevator 
also 
THE FREE WI LL 
* * * 
SATURDAY 
OTIS SMITH 
and the Otis Elevator 
and 
The Cat's Meow 
* * * 
THE JAM FACTORY 
returns next Thursday and Friday, 
September 25 and 26 
NRBQ coming soon. 
273-1333 Rtes. 13 & 366 
W AA has begun its 1969-70 pro-
gram and we all hope to see a 
variety of new faces on the fields 
and in the gym. The Women's Ath-
letic Association is one for each 
and every woman on campus. The 
only requirement is interest. Ac-
tivities range from Special Events 
and Clubs to Intercollegiate com-
petition, lntramurals and Sports-
days. There are activities for 
everyone and only through your 
interest and involvement will 
these events be perpetuated. 
Special Events coming up are: 
Golf Workshop, September 24, 
7 p.m. 
Archery Workshop, October 1, 
7 p.rn. 
Many of you may be interested 
in learning about these two activ-
ities or perhaps you'd like to im-
prove upon your present skills. 
Whatever the case, how about 
coming over to the gym? You 
have nothing to lose while fun 
and achievement to gain. 
For the more highly skilled 
and competitive minded gals 
there are quite a variety of inter-
collegiate teams being formed. 
Although the Orientation meet-
ings were held ·1ast week you 
might still be able to become in-
volved. Miss_ .Klausner is coach-
ing the "girls in white" this year. 
Six matches are scheduled plus 
the Eastern Intercollegiate Tennis 
Tournament. Golf, coached by 
Miss Harriger is an up and com-
ing area in the intercollegiate 
realm, with a scheduled five 
matches. If you are interested, 
don't hesitate to see Miss Harri-
ger about becoming a part of the 
team. Miss Kostrinsky will be 
coaching field hockey this year. 
All involved are anticipating a 
good year to follow up last sea-
son's six wins and no losses 
record. Six games are presently 
scheduled. 
lntramurals are for those of 
you who enjoy sports and yet are 
not either confident enough or 
interested in competition with 
other schools. It is a great at-
mosphere for meeting new people 
and simply having a good time. 
It sure is quite a change from the 
long hours in the library or fly-
laden study lounge. Tennis start-
ed September 10 and swimming 
began on September 11. Come out 
with ·wour friends, dorm crew 
o!' sorority sisters for a couple of 
hours a week; be assured you'll 
be glad you did. Interested? ... 
Get Involved! ... 
FREE 
PASSES 
TO IC GAMES 
Join the Ithacan 
. Sports Staff 
Call x3201 
Weekdays 
---Sports Mike 
THE OUTLOOK 
by Mike Hinkelman 
Another fall and that means another season of Ithaca Col-
lege football is ~pon us. As lthac~ College prepares to kickoff 
its 37th se.fson of intercollegiate football, what are the prospects. 
what is the outlook, what about the schedules? - all of these: 
are questions that are popping into the heads of IC pigskin 
followers. 
Last year, the Bombers closed out the campaign with a 3:5 
mark, '".inning the last two g~mes. Lost !rom that team y1a 
graduation are All-American lmeb~cker _Jim ~yan, defensive: 
tackles Tom Tyksinski and Tom F1corelh! ffens1ve guard ~ur 
Buckhout defensive halfback Bob AI01an, and placek1cker 
Dave Bon'ney. In addition to these, veteran center Mike Barton. 
who sat out die '68 season with a leg injury, was told by t~c· 
medicos that playing football this season could possiblr result in 
permanent injury to his leg, and consequently he will not bl' 
playing this year. Also, veterans Ron Penna, Larry_ Hamm and 
Pete Holskin have decided to forego the sport this season. A 
gloomy outlook, then? Not exactly. 
There are 20 lettermen returning from 1968, including _tht 
entire starting offensive backfield._ Junior quarterback Mike 
Podlucky set several individual passing records last year, and 
senior tailback Rod Howell already holds the school career 
rushing record. The offensive line is headed up by yeteran senio~s 
Gary Worden ( captain), Bob Krenzer? Wes Kissel a_nd Enc 
Ludemann. Defensively, the Bombers will depend heavily upon 
two big sophomore guards, Greg_Whi_tney and Andy Lambie,. to 
shore up problems i~ the defensive !me. The star_tmg defensive 
ends linebackers and defensive backs are all experienced, battle-
test;d veterans. Thus, it would seem that the basic problems 
confronting Head Coach Jim Butterfield and his staff are two-
fold in nature:· (I) the perennial problem of lack of depth -
the Bombers must keep injuries at a minimal level if they ~re 
to avoid a losing season, and (2) a murd1:rous sche4ule, -.yh1ch 
will see the Bombers open the ·season agamst West Chester, a 
team they have never beaten in 12 previus games, followed by 
Lehigh, a team which returns no less _than 16 starters fr?m last 
season and which is expected to have its strongest team m some 
five years both of them on the road: The home schedule fea-
tures an October 4 Homecoming clash with always-tough tra-
ditional rival Cortland, small-college powerhouse Wilkes, which 
has reeled off a 31-game winning streak, and whose quarterback 
Joe Zakowski flatly predicts will go undefeated again this year, 
and Lambert Cup contender C. W. Post. 
In two pre-season scrimmages, the Bombers were Qeaten 
at Brockport, a game which saw them plagued by sloppy ball-
handling, mental errors and poor execution. It was one of those 
days that hardily anything went right. Last week, however, IC 
bounced back to defeat the University of Rochester 30-18 with 
a strong second-half performance, featured by good, solid, all-
around team play. Sophomore quarterback Doug Campbell, 
rolling ?ut and _sc~ambling all over the place, was particul~rly 
impressive. Stat1st1cally, Campbell rushed for 113 yards on JUSt 
14 carries, and picked up an additional 113 yards with his arm 
on 8 pass completions in 16 attempts. Soph halfback Bil) Klein-
felder also showed well with his hard running. 
At all events, tomorrow it's for real. West Chester is once 
again a veteran-loaded team, yet in spite of it, were soundly 
humiliated by Villanova last Saturday 41-14, in their seasonal 
opener. What portent this trouncing holds in store for Ithaca, 
only time will tell. 
Photo by Bub Gol4bus 
GIPPE PRE-EMPTED - Enfoying the waning days of summer,_ 
a group of girls ioined together on the quad last week for an 
Impromptu game of voll,ball. 
